Join an interactive seminar with visiting U.S. expert Dr Jon Landis exploring mobile pedagogies and practical strategies for enhancing and transforming student learning on Thursday 19 June from 2-4pm.

Please register here.

Mobile pedagogy represents a fundamental shift in content access and the role of the traditional classroom. This is not about technology fads or the latest gadgets. This is about facing the challenges and maximising the possibilities of a connected classroom. In addition to exploring the dynamics of a mobility-based education paradigm, we will examine the practical implementation strategies, hardware, and support necessary to improve learning.

This session will explore

- Why do education institutions need to explore mobility theory?
- What does a mobility rich environment look like?
- How are other institutions around the world doing this?

The presenter, Dr Jon Landis is the National Development Executive for Higher Education with Apple Inc. He is a former professor in the College of Education from Millersville University where he was the graduate coordinator of the Leadership Program and the Coordinator of the CyberSafe Institute.

Jon holds his PhD in Sociology, a Masters degree in Education Leadership, and a BSc in Chemistry. He has also served as a chemistry instructor, principal, curriculum director, and IT Director. Dr Landis speaks internationally on the opportunities associated with mobile technologies.